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Car enthusiasts love to talk about how to choose the right choice of manual transmission transmission, how three pedals are infinitely better than two. However, the manual transmission is dying and we all know it. Modern automatics and double clutch boxes are faster, easier to use, more efficient and but less expensive these days. Still, the line-your-own'box is still a more fun choice. In this video, Joe Achilles has purchased a manual BMW M2 Competition with the last six speeds of the BMW M2 Competition.Achilles and looks very happy with it to see two types of gearbox
stacked against each other. A friend of his, also a YouTuber, had an M2 Competition press car with DCT. So they decided to get together and drive every car one after the other. Also, Achilles's car is slightly modified, dropping AC Schnitzer springs and wheel gaps. So he had a chance to compare his changes to a back-to-back stock sample. The first thing not to do is that the stock car feels more comfortable than the car he downloaded. Still, that's to be expected. His car feels sporty, it seems to sit slightly higher in the stock car, although his car has only been lowered by
20mm. Another interesting point is that the standard car claims to have less steering sensation because of the real steering itself. In his car he had the modified wheel to be thinner, the Alcantara-covered rim, instead of a very thick leather one of the stock car, and he says the thin wheel actually provides a more steering feel. I personally haven't heard anything like this affecting the steering feel but it's interesting to hear and now I want to find myself. But the big differences are obviously transmissions. And the differences are as we expected. Thanks to its extra equipment,
DCT is faster, easier to use, quieter and more efficient on highways. While the manual transmission is more fun and a little cheaper. Although, DCT is only marginally less fun and still easier to drive daily. That's why his personal preference really comes down. If you evaluate purity above all else, go to the manual. If you want to drive easier every day, if you want to do your M2 Challenge more on a daily day, take the DCT. It's as simple as that. July 16, 2016 Full screen 1/13 Message Page 1/ 7 1 2345 Next Last » 06-08-2018, 03:52 #1 Lieutenant Drivers: M2 Join Date:
Mar 2018 Location: Swiss M2 owners regret mt or DCT I would like to share with you a growing bad feeling about my choice made on the gearbox, I have 18 M2 LCI with DCT which I use to ride mainly in sports mode on mountain roads, there is +5k km made just for fun and I love this car !!! But (unfortunately) I'm just wondering if I would have more control over power with MT, and it's coming here; I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode very ??? Similar experiences? 06-08-2018, 03:54 #2 Lieutenant Drivers: 2018 Alpine White BMW M2 Participation Date:
May 2018 Aberdeen, NC iTrader: (0) Garage List lasted both before I decided on MT. 06-08-2018, 03:57 Brigadier Drivers #3: 2018 M2 AW DCT Join Date: August 2012 Location: Seattle, WA iTrader: (1) Garage List I have DCT. My other M car was an E46 6 speed. I don't regret receiving DCT. It is a large transmission and gets mpg faster and 6 speeds better. In manual mode, you have the same power control as 6 speeds. 06-08-2018, 04:02 #4 Lieutenant Drivers: 2017 M2 &amp; 08 Z4 si Join Date: Sex 2008 Place: BimmerHaven Never this great DCT is a second thot.
Guides all my life, but that's great. Manual if I want to, and in traffic, it's only easier than a looooooot. I don't need a left leg to pump up and down to help the spell enthusiast. Go for it ... Or sell it. The debate can never be made. Make sure automatic mags and ROUNDEL. But I love this DCT. 06-08-2018, 04:16 #5 Finally! Drivers: 2017 LBB M2 DCT Join Date: Jan 2017 Location: St Johns, FL Like Dan, I'm dating an E46 M3 (well, it's not like I'm sitting in my garage). When searching for this car, I wanted a manual but found just the right car with SMG. I became a very quick
fan of this transmission. I'm shocked. When it came time to order my M2, I was all the way to DCT. I couldn't be happier. It's always going to turn into Mets v. The Yankees kind of argument but if you read these topics (there are a million) a smart person will get what a personal preference is and what a curse will be happy. And the Yankees.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________I'm
sure I'll be stuck in a traffic jam and think about how nice DCT would be. In addition, the DCT gives you the extra gears needed for a quieter ride at higher cruising speeds. The M2 6MT is very smooth and easy to use, and I have no doubt that we would have enjoyed DCT if we had to go this route so we would drive all sorts of traffic infrequently the right choice for us. Like many things, it really depends on how you drive, where to drive, and what car you want to do for you. 06-08-2018, 04:46 #7 Banned Drivers: /M Join Date: Sings 2007 Place: Northern Hemisphere DCT
Love, regrets. The next generation will most likely be ZF 8spd. 06-08-2018, 04:53 #8 Special First Class Drivers: 2018 LBB M2 M/T Join Date: Jul 2016 Location: I love my New Jersey MT, one reason I moved from i8 to M2. (except for the ridiculous payment) 06-08-2018, 05:04 PM #9 Major Drives: F87 M2 (available), E90 330xi (w Join Date: As 2013 Place: Oregon Excerpt: Originally published by Al1969 I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode ??? very fast No. /thread 06-08-2018, 05:34 #10 Hanapaa! Drivers: 17 M2 6mt, LBB Participation Date:
November Location: Honolulu, HI Quote: Originally sent by Al1969 I would like to share with you a growing bad feeling about my choice made on the gearbox, I have 18 M2 LCI with DCT which I use to ride mainly in sports mode on mountain roads, the car +5k km was made just for fun and I love this !!! But (unfortunately) I'm just wondering if I would have more control over power with MT, and it's coming here; I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode very ??? Similar experiences? Quote: Originally published by DanG I have DCT. My other M car was an E46
6 speed. I don't regret receiving DCT. It is a large transmission and gets mpg faster and 6 speeds better. In manual mode, you have the same power control as 6 speeds. I believe DanG is right. If your question is really more control over power, then I don't see why there should be any difference. But if you miss out on using your left leg, you probably chose the wrong trance. 06-08-2018, 06:13 #11 enthusiasm &gt; practicality Drivers: 987 CS Join Date: October 2016 Location: Chester County, PA Sweet, another MT vs DCT yarn. I think it's too early to be discussing AWD
vs RWD with snow tires. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Softronic| Digital Racing| KW| Tarett| APEX| Raceseng Flat 6 Innovations 3.8L Stage II Track Performer engine 06-08-2018, 06:16 #12 Brigadier General Drivers are being built: 2018 M2 AW DCT Join Date: August 2012 Location: Seattle, WA iTrader: (1) Garage List Excerpt:
Originally sent by Stage SWEET SWEET, another MT vs DCT yarn. I think it's too early to be discussing AWD vs RWD with snow tires. LOL 06-08-2018, 08:02 #13 Major General Drivers: 17 M2 DCT LBB,11 e90 M3 ZCP IB Join Date: January 2017 Location: Bay Area Quote: Originally sent by Al1969 I would like to share with you a growing bad feeling about my choice on the gearbox, I have 18 M2 LCI with DCT which I use mainly to ride in sports mode on mountain roads, the car +5k km was made just for fun and I love this !!! But (unfortunately) I'm just wondering if I
would have more control over power with MT, and it's coming here; I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode very ??? Similar experiences can complain about how MT loses support between shifts. 06-08-2018, 08:27 pm #14 Special First Class Drivers: Long Beach Blue M2 Join Date: August 2017 Location: Puerto Rico iTrader: (0) Garage List One of the reasons I chose M2 on many other cars while shopping around was 6MT. It's the first car I've ever bought, and it's also the first MT I've ever had. Even if you pay me, you can make me choose dct. And yes, I
took both tests, hell, I could have dct cheaper and faster if I had gone with it, because I already had dealership models. I don't think I'll ever buy an auto car again, most For me. 06-08-2018, 08:34 #15 Brigadier General Drivers: 2011 1M, 2003 330i ZHP Join Date: Ace 2008 Place: California Excerpt: Originally By Al1969 I would like to share with you a growing bad feeling about my choice made on the gearbox, I have 18 M2 LCI with DCT which I use to ride mainly in sports mode on mountain roads, the car has +5k km made just for fun and I love this car !!! But
(unfortunately) I'm just wondering if I would have more control over power with MT, and it's coming here; I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode very ??? Similar experiences? Some kids love automatic but if you enjoy a manual transmission and the fence is a waste you had to get an automatic because any day now you won't choose this. In the future, each car will be an automatic. And there was a chance or a chance to get the last big car with a handbook. Don't enjoy the automatic cause of the whole future. I guarantee you will see that in 5 years I want
advertising for guides. You won't see automatic M2s want ads. People who say they buy automatically because it's faster are myopic. There are a lot of cars faster than the M2, and in the future any electric car will destroy it, so why give up enjoyment and control for 0.1 seconds while smashing electric1 or 2 second m2s? Look at the Autocar video. They took two in-the-same caymans to the track. Beat an automatic manual version 0-60 with start control. But on the way thI Manuel returned to a better lap time! They are attributed to manual flooring weighing less than 65-80
lbs. If you have any doubts. Get a guide that won't be able to get them forever! On the other hand you will have the rest of your life to get another automatic. Best wishes. 06-08-2018, 08:45 #16 I became a member I chose MT because driving is fun. We go back and forth and eventually go mt. The guides go away and it went well to have a car with sticks. 06-08-2018, 09:55 #17 Major General Drivers: 17 M2 DCT LBB,11 e90 M3 ZCP IB Join Date: January 2017 Location: Bay Area Quote: Originally posted by Nachob Quote: Originally published by Al1969 I want to share
with you a growing bad feeling about the choice made on the gearbox, I have 18 M2 LCI with DCT which I use mainly to ride in sports mode on mountain roads, the car +5k km is made just for fun and I love this !!! But (unfortunately) I'm just wondering if I would have more control over power with MT, and it's coming here; I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode very ??? Similar experiences? Some kids love automatic but if you enjoy a manual transmission and the fence is a waste you had to get an automatic because any day now you won't choose this. In
the future, each car will be an automatic. And there was a chance or a chance to get the last big car with a handbook. Don't enjoy the automatic cause of the whole future. I guarantee you will see that in 5 years I want advertising for guides. You don't want ads for automated M2s. People who say they buy automatically because it's faster are myopic. There are a lot of cars faster than the M2, and in the future any electric car will destroy it, so why give up enjoyment and control for 0.1 seconds while smashing electric1 or 2 second m2s? Look at the Autocar video. They took
two in-the-same caymans to the track. Beat an automatic manual version 0-60 with start control. But on the way thI Manuel returned to a better lap time! They are attributed to manual flooring weighing less than 65-80 lbs. If you have any doubts. Get a guide that won't be able to get them forever! On the other hand you will have the rest of your life to get another automatic. Best wishes. I think MT outsold DCT in North America. The guide will be gone to DCT before going, dumping DCT for the next generation ZF8, but most likely there will be the MT option. 06-08-2018,
23:36 #18 Major Drives: manual gear cars Join Date: Jun 2012 Location: MD, USA When you eat doubt, trade. I certainly have no grudge against anyone for the DCT selection - the rather sporty &amp; BOTH gearbox will most likely be dead before me but if you have any doubts about the choice - whatever it may be - then we suspect I chose it wrong. Excerpt: Originally sent by Stage IV Sweet, another MT vs DCT thread. I think it's too early to be discussing AWD vs RWD with snow tires. Yes really - like death and taxes ...
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________Exec, 6MT (on ED 10/5/17, Re-delivery on 11/30/17) My BSM M2 European Delivery Story 2013 335i M-Sport sedan: BSM, 403M wheels, walnut flooring, 6MT (gone) 06-08-2018, 11:39 pm #19 Lieutenant Colonel Drivers: 2018 M2 + Spur, DB11, F12, X5 Join Date: Jul 2009 Place: VA Love my MT 06-08-2018, 23:48 #20 Banned Drivers: 1M, X1 M Sport, E46 325ic Join Date: Mar 2008 Place: Dallas, Tx Excerpt: Originally posted by
akkando Quote: Originally posted by nachob Quote: Originally posted by Al1969 I would like to share with you a growing bad feeling about my choice made on the gearbox, I have 18 M2 LCI with DCT that I use to ride mainly in sports mode on mountain roads , the car has +5k km made just for fun and I love this car !!! But (unfortunately) I'm just wondering if I would have more control over power with MT, and it's coming here; I chose the right geat box despite DCT in sports mode very ??? Similar experiences? Some kids love automatic but if you enjoy a manual
transmission and the fence is a waste you had to get an automatic because any day now you won't choose this. In the future, each car will be an automatic. And there was a chance or a chance to get the last big car with a handbook. Don't enjoy the automatic cause of the whole future. I guarantee you will see that in 5 years I want advertising for guides. You won't see automatic M2s want ads. People who say they buy automatically because it is fast are myopic. There are already many cars faster than the M2 and any electric car cars When the electricity will break down
M2s for 1 or 2 seconds it will destroy why you enjoy it for 0.1 seconds and give up control. Look at the Autocar video. They took two in-the-same caymans to the track. Beat an automatic manual version 0-60 with start control. But on the way thI Manuel returned to a better lap time! They are attributed to manual flooring weighing less than 65-80 lbs. If you have any doubts. Get a guide that won't be able to get them forever! On the other hand you will have the rest of your life to get another automatic. Best wishes. I think MT outsold DCT in North America. The guide will be
gone to DCT before going, dumping DCT for the next generation ZF8, but most likely there will be the MT option. Buyers charge dct transmission with an M2 don't miss the time! 06-09-2018, 12:00 #21 Brigadier General Drivers: '08 M Roadster Join Date: E-called 2007 Location: NJ Both will soon be dead. The main difference is that we are not going to move the automatic transmission performance back in general. DCT will eventually be in the trash can of automotive history like SMG, despite fonder memories. Even if they are currently unequal, automatic boxes
eventually match and put on the DCT given the amount of development dollars. 06-09-2018, 12:00 #22 Lieutenant Drivers: '07 335i, '95 M3 (gone) Join Date: October 2006 Place: In every forum in California, mt vs DCT related topics, I have never read that an MT owner really regrets his decision. I have seen plenty of messages from both MT and DCT owners who love and swear by their preferences. But I only saw regrets published by DCT owners.
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